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About the Book

Tallulah de Longland,' she said slowly, letting all the Ls in my name loll about lazily in her mouth before passing 

judgement. 'That,' she announced, 'is a serious glamorgeous name.'

From the day Annabelle Andrews sashays into her classroom, Tallulah 'Lulu' de Longland is bewitched: by Annabelle, 

by her family, and their sprawling, crumbling house tumbling down to the river.

Their unlikely friendship intensifies through a secret language where they share confidences about their unusual 

mothers, first loves and growing up in the small coastal town of Juniper Bay. Their lives become as entwined as 

Annabelle's initials engraved beneath the de Longland kitchen table.

But the euphoria of youth rarely lasts, and the implosion that destroys their friendship leaves lasting scars and a legacy of 

self-doubt that haunts Lulu into adulthood.

Years later, Lulu is presented with a choice: remain the perpetual good girl who misses out, or finally step out from the 

shadows and do something extraordinary. And possibly unforgivable.

It's not how far you fall, but how high you bounce.

Discussion Guide

1. At the beginning of their friendship, Lulu and Annabelle tell each other everything. However, once Lulu falls for Josh, 

she begins to play her cards closer to her chest, admitting, ?I could have told her that he tasted like almonds and smelt 

like lemons and that the softest place on his skin was everywhere. I didn?t tell her those things, but in the end, it didn?t 

matter --- she found it all out herself? (pg. 38). Why do you think she begins to conceal her true feelings about Josh to 
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her best friend?

2. WALKING ON TRAMPOLINES is populated with characters who play with words, using them to create special 

bonds or leave multitudes unspoken. Consider Annabelle and Lulu?s mish-mash neologisms, such as ?glamorgeous? and 

?disapanish.? How do these function in their relationship? Also consider the names for Rose?s dresses. What does it 

mean when Harry remarks she?s wearing ?Doris,? or when Lulu is relieved she?s wearing ?Betty?? How do these names 

fill in for tacit feelings and underlying understandings in this family?

3. As their time at school draws to an end, Lulu notes, ?Annabelle had grown a different skin, shedding who she used to 

be when I wasn?t looking. A new, brittle layer masked her softness. I saw less and less of her as the year wound down; 

we didn?t always walk home together, and when we did she would walk slightly ahead of me, and I could never quite 

catch up? (pg. 84). What marks this change in Annabelle? Might it precede her fling with Josh, or develop because of it?

4. On page 90, Annabelle and Lulu argue about Annie?s affair: ?And if people are too stupid, or don?t care enough, to 

see what?s going on right in front of them, Tallulah, then they get what they deserve.? Though Annabelle is speaking of 

her parents? relationship, this statement causes Lulu to immediately realize what Annabelle and Josh have been doing 

behind her back. Why does Lulu finally reach this conclusion in this moment? Do you think the circumstances lend any 

sympathy to Annabelle?s actions?

5. When Lulu first meets Ben, she notes, ?Our lives blended neatly one into the other with no messy edges? (pg. 123). Is 

this a good or bad thing for Lulu? Ultimately, why is it not enough?

6. After Lulu discovers Josh and Annabelle?s affair, Josh tries to apologize to her by saying, ??It?s complicated?it just 

kind of happened; I know it?s really bad for you?But I love you, Tallulah-Lulu. I always will.? He leant in toward me. 

?You?re my girl,? he whispered?? (pg. 138). Why does Josh say this after committing himself to Annabelle? How does 

it meet or differ from Lulu?s expectations of his apology?

7. While working on a new piece, artist Frank Andrews consults Harry de Longland: ?I can?t get the black right.? Harry 

replies, ?Black?s black, isn?t it?? Frank answers, ?No, mate, there?s all kinds of blackness? (pg. 144). There is a 

complicit understanding between the two as they think of their wives. Consider the many shades of both Annie and 

Rose?s ?blackness.? How does it manifest for each woman? How does it affect their respective families; their respective 

daughters?

8. When Lulu receives the invitation to Annabelle and Josh?s wedding, she despairs, ?What had I been thinking? That 

Josh would leave Annabelle for me? That Annabelle would leave Josh for me? That they would take me with them 

wherever they traveled to next? That they would realize that out of all of us, I was the one worth hanging on to?? (pg. 

189). What outcome do you think Lulu would prefer --- that Josh would come back for her, proving her the more 

desirable of the two women? Or that Annabelle would leave Josh so they might rekindle their friendship? At the end of 

the novel, is either Josh or Annabelle the greatest love of Lulu?s life?

9. Frank Andrews reveals the tree house in his backyard needs to be taken down, as ordered by the neighborhood council 

(pg. 285). What does the tree house symbolize for Lulu? Why is she determined to fight against its destruction?

10. When Lulu first senses the advances of the charming Will Barton, Duncan?s friend on Willow, why does she 



seemingly try to avoid him at all cost, claiming she doesn?t deserve him (pg. 289)? What ultimately allows her to give 

into her own feelings and give in to Will?

11. Discuss the role of guilt and forgiveness in WALKING ON TRAMPOLINES. How do the two intertwine and 

develop in the following relationships: a) Annabelle and Josh vs. Lulu, b) Lulu vs. Ben, c) Annie vs. Frank, etc. Most of 

all, think about how Lulu experiences guilt and forgiveness within herself.

12. Before Lulu sees Rose descend into the ocean, her mother whispers, ?There is no such thing as afar? (pg. 320). After 

Rose?s funeral, Lulu says the same to her father. What does the sentiment mean to Rose? Does it mean the same thing to 

Lulu?

13. Consider Duncan McAllister?s role in Lulu?s life, outside the realm of employer/employee. Why do Duncan and 

Lulu have a consistently platonic relationship, despite Duncan?s famous philandering? How does his friendship compare 

to Annabelle?s? How does his mentorship compare to Harry de Longland?s?
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Critical Praise

"A tender exploration of friendship, families, and first love." 
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